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 From The Crisis Of Easel Painting LP 
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01 

Jacques Beloeil
“Bidule 9 (Guillotine Edit)”
From Bidules 1-9 LP (Entr’acte)

Entr’acte

02

Borbetomagus
“Presentation Underpants”
Previously unreleased (Agaric)

Borbetomagus is Jim Sauter (saxophones), Don Dietrich 
(saxophones) and Donald Miller (guitar), and has been 
uniquely that since 1979.

This jewel from the vaults was culled from our trio set from a 
collaborative concert with Voice Crack at FIMAV, Victoriaville, 
Quebec, Sunday afternoon, 23 May 1994. The sound and 
stage crews had been out the night before, were mercilessly 
hungover, and made no bones to hide from all of us that our 
noon soundcheck was the harshest experience of their lives, 
to date. So here is a chunk of the real deal.

Borbetomagus

03

Burning Star Core
“Part III (Excerpt)”
From Papercuts Theater (No Quarter)

“Ah, the live album: often a tool for bands looking to wiggle 
out of contracts or, perhaps, squeeze a few more pennies 
from a loyal fanbase. Rare is it a work of art. Inspired by 
these singular instances (Grayfolded, The Grateful Dead; 
Sonic Death, Sonic Youth; In Search Of Spaces, Flying Saucer 
Attack) C Spencer Yeh, the lone constant of the long-running 
Burning Star Core project, conceptualised Papercuts Theater: 
one long piece (broken into four movements) culled from over 
60 live performances, spanning years and continents. These 
formerly disparate relics of time and space now exist as one: a 
sonic document of the present.”

Burning Star Core
No Quarter
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http://www.entracte.co.uk
http://www.Borbetomagus.com
http://www.dronedisco.com
http://www.Noquarter.net
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Alan Courtis
“Palindromia Seca”
Previously unreleased

Alan Courtis (aka Anla Courtis) was born in 1972 in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina, where he still lives. he was a founder member 
of Reynols, a group with many albums on labels from the uSA, 
europe, Japan and New Zealand, including conceptual and/
or absurd projects such as 10,000 Chicken Symphony, Blank 
Tapes and The Whistling Kettle Quartet.

his music always has a strong experimental sense and is 
usually based on high-skilled techniques of prepared sound, 
tape manipulations, processing of field recordings, live 
electronics, objects, cymbals, synthesizers, computer tools, 
playing traditional (both acoustic and electric) instruments 
as well as self-built, strange and unusual instruments 
(unstringed guitar, for example).

he has also issued more than 100 solo releases and 
collaborations, toured extensively in Japan, europe, the 
uSA and Latin America, and has made live/studio/mail 
collaborations with musicians such as Pauline Oliveros, The 
Nihilist Spasm Band, Lee Ranaldo, Damo Suzuki, Makoto 
kawabata, RLW, eddie Prévost, Mattin, Mats Gustafsson, 
kk Null, Rick & Alan Bishop, Yoshimi, Masonna, Toshimaru 
Nakamura, Solid eye, Thomas Dimuzio, Rudolf eb.er, kouhei, 
MSBR, The Moglass, Seiichi Yamamoto, Yoshida Tatsuya, 

Tabata, Tetuzi Akiyama, Rapoon, Lasse Marhaug, Ashtray 
Navigations, Michael Snow, uton, Birchville Cat Motel, Culver, 
Dan Warburton, Dylan Nyoukis, MSBR, Andrey kiritchenko, 
Stylluppsteypa, L’autopsie a revele que la mort etait due a 
l’autopsie, The New Blockaders, kaffe Matthews, Jaap Blonk, 
Jazkamer, C Spencer Yeh, Okkyung Lee, Aaron Moore, Avarus 
and kemialliset Ystavat.

Alan Courtis

05

The Cray Twins
“The Pier: Fraction 1”
From The Pier (forthcoming) (Fang Bomb)

I was born in Glasgow, 1975, and was fortunate to be brought 
up by my mother who exposed me to fabulous artists like 
Throbbing Gristle and Ryuichi Sakamoto. Panoptic (2009) was 
my official debut album on Fang Bomb.

My (the) work operates in an area of hybridisation where 
laptop based composition and software can successfully 
co-exist with the latest developments of lower case 
improvisation and modern classical music. This inclusive 
approach helps me to explore and deploy new permutations 
and shapes without being too tethered to an overall 
autocratic plan; of either notation or sui generis software 
programs.

With Panoptic I felt that the interaction of quiet sounds 
could be a corollary to the whispered and barely represented 
global underclass, from the barrios of Brazil to the destitution 
of certain areas of London and Glasgow. This was achieved by 
engaging with a sonic and emotional ‘materialism’. That is to 
say, I wanted to shock the ‘real’ back into the system by using 
stasis, space and certain techniques of musical disjunction 
within each composition.

Currently, I am working on my next solo album, as well 
a collaboration under the moniker of The Cray Twins with my 
sound painting partner, Gordon kennedy, who is a respected 
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http://www.myspace.com/courtis
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musician and engineer in his own right. The album will be 
released later this year on Fang Bomb, and is entitled The Pier 
and will feature the enormously talented BJ Nilsen (Sweden) 
and Tuomas Olikainen (Finland).

This track is a prelude to the forthcoming project. enjoy and 
thanks to all who listen.
— Paul Baran

Fang Bomb

06

Demdike Stare
“Forest Of Evil (Darkest Hour Edit)”
From Forest Of Evil LP (forthcoming) (Modern Love)

Demdike Stare are Miles Whittaker and Sean Canty. Their 
debut album Symbiosis was released in late 2009.

“Forest Of evil (Darkest hour edit)” is an excerpt taken from 
their forthcoming Forest Of Evil LP for Modern Love, the first of 
three vinyl mini-albums to be released in 2010.

Modern Love

07

Denseland
“Frozen Chunk”
From Chunk (Mosz) 

city-building mammals
migrating animals
slowly changing sunsets
new volcanic inlets
body-sweating rhythms
mental research citizens
sliding in space-time
mutations on our island
it’s a very denseland
play it!

Denseland is:
David Moss: voice, percussion
hannes Strobl: bass, electronics
hanno Leichtmann: drums, electronics

Denseland
Mosz

http://www.fangbomb.com
http://www.modern-love.co.uk
http://www.myspace.com/denseland
http://Mosz.org
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08

Filter Feeder
“Shopping (Instrumental)”
From Shopping 12" (forthcoming) (Entr’acte)

Played, recorded and processed by Julian Doyle.

Entr’acte

09

Graveyards
“Untitled”
From The Crisis Of Easel Painting LP (forthcoming)

(brokenresearch)

John Olson: electronics
Mike khoury: violin
Ben hall: Air Circulator

Really excited about this most recent iteration of Graveyards 
though it’ll likely not be a touring group as Mike has 
obligations galore and if we worked on Graveyards too much 
it would interrupt our longstanding Saturday night duo date. 
I particularly like Olson on this playing electronics only. The 
horns always bring in a lot of signifiers and this music to me 
evades completely the tired free jazz proclamations people 
sometimes make and sounds very much like mid-20th century 
avant classical without even vaguely attempting to ape it. A 
strange turn. 
– Ben hall 

brokenresearch

10

High Wolf
“Meeting Of The Three Seas”
From Ascension LP (forthcoming) (Not Not Fun)

high Wolf draws together global music elements, underground 
psychedelia, free improvisation and meditative tones into 
an invigorated new form. In addition to musical motivations, 
many of high Wolf’s recordings are inspired by his sporadic 
journeys around the globe. his recorded career began in 2009 
with a debut cassette on California label Not Not Fun, followed 
soon thereafter by another on Stunned Records. Subsequent 
tapes and CD-Rs – in addition to the first Iibiis Rooge album (a 
collaboration with Neil Campbell of Astral Social Club) – have 
been released via his own micro-label, Winged Sun. Later 
in 2010 Not Not Fun will be releasing Ascension, the debut 
high Wolf LP, from which this track is taken. The song was 
recorded during the summer of 2009 and was mastered by 
Pete Swanson.

High Wolf
Winged Sun
Not Not Fun

http://www.entracte.co.uk
http://brokenresearch.com
http://myspace.com/highwolfmusic
http://wingedsun.blogspot.com
http://notnotfun.com
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11

Hong Chulki 
“Sowieso, Berlin”
Previously unreleased (Balloon And Needle)

Track description 
As an improvised musician with the instrumentation of 
non-conventional, non-optimised (thus very unstable) noise 
objects, I always confront the various failures in smaller or 
bigger scale, and eventually manage to find the way to play 
with it (and I think it is almost universal condition for most of 
the musicians with this or similar approach and perspective). 
In this case, I failed to borrow the specific model of turntable 
for my performance, which would have provided electric power 
to rotate the platter. So I decided to play only with some 
objects against the manually rotated metal platter of the 
turntable, with which I was travelling around, because I didn’t 
want to scratch, scrape and hurt someone else’s clean and 
untouched surface. And here’s the excerpt from the recording 
of the set in the evening. 
– hong Chulki 

Musician’s biography
hong Chulki was born in 1976, Seoul, South korea. he is an 
improvised/Noise musician. his selection of instruments 
includes turntables (without cartridge), mixing board 
feedback, laptop and other electronics. One of his central 

projects is astronoise (the first Noise act of South korea in 
1997) with Choi Joonyong. After several years of playing guitar 
in a few indie rock bands and spending time for military service 
around 2003, he began to deviate from the more conventional 
way of making/listening to music and to explore the area of 
free improvisation with everyday record/playback devices 
such as CD players, MD recorders and turntables. Since then 
he has developed his interest in collective non-idiomatic 
improvisation with acoustic/electronic noise objects. he 
participated initially in Bulgasari, the first monthly free music 
concert series in Seoul organized by the Japanese guitarist 
Sato Yukie, and later co-founded ReLAY, the free improvisation 
meeting directed by Ryu hankil. he is running independent 
recording label named Balloon And Needle with Choi. he also 
has provided composed pieces for several korean independent 
and experimental films.

Hong Chulki
Balloon And Needle

12

LA Vampires
“Deeper”
Previously unreleased (Not Not Fun)

LA Vampires is the tapes/beats/keys/voice side project of Not 
Not Fun Records co-captain Amanda Beth Brown. She began 
making music under the moniker in the summer of 2009 and 
has future collaborations planned or in progress with Zola 
Jesus, Sun Araw and Outer Limits Recordings.

Not Not Fun

http://hongchulki.com
http://balloonnneedle.com
http://notnotfun.com
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13

Anthony Levin-Decanini
“Untitled”
From Pairings/Birth Plan LP (forthcoming) (brokenresearch)

Instrumentation: roll-up keyboard, xo laptop, language master 
(an educational device that plays two second cards that have 
tape on them and can be rerecorded)

Anthony is a really great improvisor in Chicago who I first 
saw with this post-rock (for lack of any other reasonably 
descriptive term) group Binges that was just mind-blowing. 
essentially a Prog duo with an incredible mathy drummer who 
has a great feel named Chris Robert, and Anthony playing 
bass, guitar, sax, tapes, effects and percussion all at once 
(one line on one instrument, change, etc, etc) so it sounded 
like a disturbed version of On The Corner-era Miles but without 
any goofy noise or fusion tropes at all – just completely solid 
music. he gave me this solo disc last year and it has been in 
heavy, heavy rotation. I can’t wait to release it and am excited 
that people are finally giving me stuff that has all the same 
values of the music on brokenresearch without it having the 
same sounds or mechanics. This track reminds me of some 
Pole/Wolf eyes hybrid.
— Ben hall

Anthony Levin-Decanini
brokenresearch

14

Oneohtrix Point Never
“Fourier Ocean Scenes”
Previously unreleased

Oneohtrix Point Never

15

Sone Institute
“Little Walsingham”
Previously unreleased (Front & Follow)

Dear listener

Welcome to the curious memories of Sone Institute, brought 
to you by Front & Follow, a new label based in Manchester 
releasing albums in bespoke packaging, and digital downloads.

Sone Institute is the weird and wonderful work of one man, 
Mr Roman Bezdyk, who sits alone for days (if not weeks) at a 
time surrounded by miniature pianos, crows and paperweights 
– the results of which you can listen to here.

Sone Institute first stumbled into the public consciousness 
back in 2007 with a series of demos and self-released  
CD-Rs, one of which ended up in the in-tray at F&F towers. 
Despite the obligatory cash donation seemingly missing, we 
put it on anyway.

And we think it was the best thing we ever did.
That CD-R was the first step towards what is now Front & 

Follow, home to a collection of like-minded inventive folk: Ben 
and Michael (of elite Barbarian), Tom and Chris (of Yonokiero), 
Andy (of Andy Nice), Mark, Drew, Staff and Dan (of The 
Doomed Bird Of Providence), our friends across the world 
from Long Division with Remainders, Damian (our designer) 
and of course Roman. 
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http://brokenresearch.com
http://pointnever.com
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16

Weasel Walter/Sheik Anorak/Mario Rechtern
“The Forbidden Beat Part 2”
From The Forbidden Beat CD/DVD (forthcoming) (Gaffer)

Weasel Walter, Sheik Anorak and Mario Rechtern started to 
play together in April 2009 as they were meeting for the first 
time in Paris, where the tour began. They’re now a solid and 
extremely communicative wild free jazz/Noise trio.

Weasel lives in the uS and was the former member of the 
incredible Flying Luttenbachers. Sheik Anorak is from Lyon, 
France where he started his own label Gaffer Records, one 
of the most interesting Noise/Improv labels in europe. Mario 
Rechtern moved from Berlin to Austria where he now lives. he’s 
one of the most experienced and talented sax player around!

Gaffer

Our aim was to create something special and personal with 
Front & Follow, in our own small way, and we hoped that others 
would enjoy it. 

And now you can buy Curious Memories by Sone Institute 
– glimpses of where it all began. The track featured here is 
brand new, and gives a flavour of what to expert from Sone 
Institute, and from Front & Follow. We hope you like it.

Love from all at Front & Follow

Sone Institute
Front & Follow

http://gafferrecords.com
http://myspace.com/soneinstitute
http://frontandfollow.com

